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Quadstock unveiling smolders

JC Santos
Staff Reporter

The "bigchanges" are here.
Yesterday began a whole new
registrationprocess forSeattleUniversity students. Like many other
facets of oureducation,registration
for classeshas gone the wayof the
Internet.
And not only that, the Registrar
axed the 14-year-old touchtone
phoneregistration system.Georgia
Mcßae,

the University's Registrar,

said that the new process is quite
simple and not as complicated as
the oldsystem. Insteadofsearching
for classes online, then going to a
phone to actually register,students
can just look up classes at
www.suonline.eduand register on
the spot.
The online version holds many
other advantages overits push-button counterpart.While only 16 students could register at a time using
the touchtone method, about 100
students can sign up for classes simultaneously over the web. Since
March 8 through yesterday, the
phone system has been running
alongsideonline registration.

See Registration on page 7

Members ofLeft HandSmoke, BenMish(leadvocals,keyboard,harmonica),Ronan O 'Mahony(vocals, guitar,percussion), Will Mish (leadguitar),
Andrew Cloutier(drums, vocals),andAndrew Scaglione(bass, vocals), willheadlinefor this year's Quadstockfestival. LHS isknown as one ofthe
hottest young bands in the Pacific Northwest. Critics liken their music to bands like Allan Brothers, The Rolling Stones andDave Mathews.
This year's Quadstock has changedsignificantly fromprevious years. Learn more aboutitsinnovations on page 4.

Chess Tournament Interest and increasing debt
KRYSTAL WOOD
Staff Reporter
In an attempt to save 1.3 billion
dollars,President Bush hasproposed
to raiseinterest rates onrefinanced
student loans, lower the amount of
Pell grantsanddecreasethe amount

of students that receive them.
In a conference calllast Wednesday with college newspaper editors, U.S. Senators Patty Murray
(D- WA), Ted Kennedy (D- MA)

At 10 a.m. Saturday morning, sixteen determinedSeattle University
community membersgatheredin PigottAuditorium to begin what would
be a seven-hour-longchess tournamentfor the first place title and$50.
Thecashandtitle wenthome withComputerSciencemajorJeffrey Wong.
SecondplacewinnerScan Seaver received $25for his accomplishments
and thirdplace competitor, Edwin Dizon, tookhome $10.
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and PaulWellstone (D-MN) spoke
about the President's plan to increase the cost of college.
"Many of us believe that we
should encourage more students to
go to college by making it affordable," Murray said. "Unfortunately,
the Administration plans to make it
not only moreexpensive,but costlier for years after graduation."
The Senators informed the students of the plan, which prevents
students from consolidating their

loans at a fixedrate. Thisis amove
that could cost graduates an additional$ 10,000 over the lifeof their
loans.
The followingday arally around
education washeldina packedroom
on Capitol Hill. Senate Health,
Education, Labor and Pension
(HELP) chairman Ted Kennedy

kicked off the rally

to try to gain
momentum to show the President

thatcollege students willbe harmed

See Loans on page 5

Next week: gender in a blender
Mark Gross
Staff Reporter

cording to Heather Reynolds, co-

leader of the Triangle Club and
Wismer Center volunteer.
"What wewant is simply tocause
people to think aboutgender,and to
imagine the possibility that gender
is not as essential as we'veassumed
it to be,"Reynolds said.

superior to the others.
Peopleactiveinthegender awareness movement want society to
make room for more than the two
predominant genders. They see
"male" and "female" as social constructs whichdo not allow forpeople
who identify with both or neither of the traditional gender la-

If the Wismer Center and Triangle Club have their way, next
week you'11beponderingyourgender andyour attitudesaboutgender
—
roles and stereotypesin society.
—
According to students involved
Monday, May 21is the first day
Week,
a
sein
thejoint Wismer/Triangle initia- bels.
of Gender Awareness
"Everyonewill benefit from partive,
events
to
neither men nor womenbencampus
ries of
intended
from
in
"gendered
reality"
abouttheways
efit
a
"raiseconsciousness
See Gender on page 5
people conceptualize gender," ac- whichonegenderis perceivedtobe
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Editorial
Asking the questions
Today, as the first day of the seventh annual Philosophy
Conference, the SU community has a chance to gather in an
intellectual forum and discuss why or why not ancient philosophy remains relevant today.
The theme ofthe conference: "Is Ancient Philosophy Still
Relevant?" was cleverly chosen by this year's Philosophy
Club.This question is brilliantbecauseitliterally strikes at the
Coreof SU, whichisthe foundationon which our liberalJesuit
education isbased.
Every SU student is required to go through three phases of
the Corebefore they can graduate. AllthreeoftheCore phases
emphasize the University's dedication to immersing the student in the wisdomof philosophy. The Philosophy Club has
boldly, andin truephilosopher style,asked why theUniversity's
commitment to ancient wisdomisallthat important considering the hyper-technological environment of the 21st century,
which radically differs from the environment that fosteredthe
genesis of western thought.
Almost all students on campus by this time of year have
taken at least a 100 level philosophy class. Now it is time for
all students to extend their intellectual questioning from the
class andinto aforum that will featureSUprofessors,students
and guest presenters that have thought very carefully about In a televisedspeech to the nation, thepresident citedthe needfor greaterairline securityand demandedthat
how ancient philosophymight be relevant to our world today. Wonder Woman transfer all her invisiblejet technologyto the U.S. government
Every SU student,staff or faculty member should make an
attempt to attend the conference and engage in this critical
analysis sincesuch a forum isthe consummateembodimentof
the very holistic approach that the University takes in educating its students,staff and faculty.
The Philosophy Club has fully espoused that holistic approach in nurturing the student's intellect by gearing its
would work on their memoirs and our "beloved"president, the fact is
members to develop a conference that examines the ideas on
of
to deal with
pos-

Ex-presidents are on an
embarrassing rampage

which our education stands.
Without the presence of such a conference or a club thatis
dedicated to the intellectual development of SU's students,
the SU community would-not be living up to itsown mission
statement which embraces, "the Gospel visionof the human
person in society, as understoodand developed by our Catholic and Jesuit tradition."
JAMILA JOHNSON
As members of this community we must not seal off our Opinion Editor

reminisce
the good old days. Bush is trying
the
They wouldattendsocialiteparties, sibility of biological weapons in
fish, and golf. Not these days.
Former presidents are runninglose
on the streets and on television.
Several weeks ago the rumor
slipped out that former president
Bill Clinton propositioned NBC in
hopes of getting his own talk show.

Cuba.
Although 1doubtCubais a threat,
and Ithink Castro is a remarkable
man (Jesuit educated),it is embarrassing to have a former president
fighting with the current one over
internationalpolicy.
Such displays by Carter weaken
any concept of unity we wish to

The radioandtelevision reportssaid
that Clinton wanted to be the next
Oprah. This statement was enough demonstrate to other countries.
to make me cringe.PictureClinton When Al Gore took the popular
sitting in a purpleplush chair, and vote in November of 2000, it ditalkingabouthis magazineandbook vided the country and the outside
club. Listen to the deep southern world laughed at our recounting.
immediatelythatImayhaveunder- tongue talking issues with sobbing The events that unfolded that NoThe Spectator Editorial Board consists of Alexis Juday- estimated President George W. guests.Imagine the ratings when he vember were nobody's fault.
Marshall,Amy Baranski and Jamila Johnson. Signedcom- Bush, Jr. But no, it was not Bush, tries out a new diet.
Carter's visit and public assurJimmy
but
rather
But
is
a
I
country,
Carter.
it
free
and
ance
that there are no weapons of
mentaries REFLECT THE OPINIONSOF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECI
of
for
him
to
guess
people
perfectlylegal
am
one
the
few
who
it
is
that
caliber
inCuba simply makes
ESSARILY those of The Spectator , Seattle University or its
still has some affection towards make a complete donkey'srear out our country weaker.
STUDENTBODY.
But once again, free speech is a
formerPresidentCarter.Maybe this ofhimselfifhe sodesires.Itdoesn't
is only because Iwas not alivedur- compromise national goals, so let wonderful right. One that both
ing his presidency. Yet this week I him diet onnational television.
Carter and Clinton are using to an
Yet Carter's visit to Cuba does embarrassingextent.
may have lost my affection for all
ex-presidents.
compromise the goals of the Bush
s eat t l
e ♥— University
E-mail Jamila at
Way-back-when, ex-presidents administration. Even though Ioften
johnsoj7@seattleu.edu
disappearedafter their term. They imagine slapping some sense into
keeping watch Since 1933

intellectual pursuits to the confines of the classroom. Rather
This week,for the first timesince
we shouldcontinue to ask the questions thathave helpedshape
FidelCastro tookoffice, an Ameriwho we are in the University context. Such questions will can president has walked upon the
continue to improve our development as individuals both in soil of Cuba. When I heard that
thought
and out of an academic setting.
statementmy jawdropped.I
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Iwouldlike to comment upon
the lack of adequate housing options at Seattle University. Many
students waited for hours on end,
forgoing classes, work, and other
daily activities in order to obtain
living quarters in the Archbishop
Murphy Apartments. Despite their

The Spectator is the official student newspaper of Seattle
University. It is published every Thursday,except during
holidays and examination periods, for a total of 28 issues during
the 2001-2002 academic year.
POSTMASTER:Sendaddress changes to: The Spectator, Seattle
University,900 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S.No.2783

quarters for hours in hopes of obtaining an apartment. Yet only the

who liveon campus feel more connected to the community and perfirst few weregiven housing. The form better academically. If this is
Murphy Apartments brochure truly representative of the views of
clearly states, "If you have a con- the housing staff, thenit is imperaflict, youmayhave a friend submit tive that they act on this belief by
an application on your behalf. We allowing all students equalhousing
do not support or encourage miss- opportunities. Seattle University
hard efforts, far too few were re- ing class due to this application and the staff of the Archbishop
process." Supposedly, a few stu- Murphy Apartments need to rewarded with housing.
The Murphy Apartment's "first dents tried to take advantage ofthe evaluate their application process
come, first served" policy is out- Murphy's flawed system by turn- to encourage fair and responsible
dated and unsafe. Many students ing in multiple applications, and housing procedures.
went without sleep,camped out in were awarded housing.
Jessica Arena
Sophomore,Criminal Justice
the rain, and waited in cramped
SeattleUniversityclaimsstudents
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Abercrombie & Fitch basks in ignorance
would get a kick out of this? The
only footIseein the airis that of the
Asian Pacific American communityin the retailer's derriere.
And just to quiet anyone who
doesn't' t take offense to these t-shirts,
take a peak at this from another
perspective.TheKoreanHeraldran
JC Santos
a special in their paper by Jian
Spectator Columnist
DeLeon, a writer from Virginia,
Iknew there was a reason why I who addressed the controversy.In
loatheAbercrombie& Fitch.Ijust it, she asks whatif the shirts poked
couldn't pinpoint it.But after they fun at other races, like African
released their "Asian persuasion" Americans,withslogans like"Uncle
clothingline,itbecame clear to me. Amos' Fried Chicken and WaterA&F is the airhead of clothing melon Is Cotton Pickin' Good!"
The NAACP,andblacks in general,
retailers. Like, seriously.
they
thinking
What were
when wouldbe all over A&F if they retheyreleased ashirt with the phrase, leased a T-shirt with that phrase!
Religion is also the butt of an
"Wong BrothersLaundry Service:
Two Wongs Can Make It White," Abercrombie joke.How wouldthe
communityreact to a shirt
next toa coupleof sliveryeyedmen Muslim
said
"Abercrombie Muslim
with conicalhatsandcomicalgrins? that
Answer: Sheer stupidity and un- Mania: Allah Y'all Get Down Toderestimation. And that was just night!" DeLeon's hypothetical slodeco- gans are very lewd and they would
one of many stereotypically
—
rated tees they shelved and soon neverfly in the clothingindustry
after un-shelved— at Abercrombie but somehow, A&F managed to
& Fitch stores around the country. turn the idea into a reality.
Even before the cultural stereoAmong others wereshirts that said,
—
I had my gripes with the
types,
"AbercrombieBuddha Bash Get
— its ads, its clothes, its
company
Your Buddha on the Floor" and
"Rick Shaw'sHoagie's,GoodMeat, soft-core porno magazine they call
all,
Quick Feet," the latter joinedby a a catalog.But most of its image.

—

Can their ads get any steamier
Many national groups, inlegally?
hoagie
with
a
in
the
seat.
rickshaw
cluding
the
American Decency OrThey actually thought Asians

picture of a Chinese guy pulling a

ganization, boycott their clothing
because of the sexual energy surging in the ads. And how manyethnic minoritymodels have you seen
in an Abercrombie catalog?
Not all of their clothing is bad. I
mean how muchcan you rag on a
pair ofkhakis?But lastyearIgotan
Abercrombie t-shirt for Christmas,
size XL. A size that fits me. So I
tried it on, and the damned thing

there are just

some things that
aren't meant to
show up on tSHIRTS.

was like spandex! Yeah, I have a

what the heck is their idea
ofsomeone whowearsextralarge?!
And finally, the Abercrombie
gut, but

image. Not cute, but sexy. Not
skinny, but muscular. Not classy,
but risque. Yes, even pre "Wong
Brothers," you could— and can—
still sport an A&F brand shirt that
says "Nice Rack," which is softened by a billiard reference on the

back. But weallknow why ahorny people just say, "I'm sooo sorry, I
teenage boy who's never played a just didn'tknow."
You could easily argue that
game of pool in his life would buy
thatshirt.
Abercrombie & Fitch is run by a
is
also
Alcohol
marketed in their gangof racist pigs.It's a very plauThere,
fashion. "Been
Drank That," sible possibility. However, it'salso
one
of
their
reads
bibulous tops. I important to remember thatthe differencebetweenignoranceand racanythingagainstpeople
don'thave
who drink alcohol wisely, and I ismis that the former is more flexknow what it's like to be a (ahem) iblein terms ofeducation. So hopeteenageboy,butthere are just some fully A&F has learned something
things that aren't meant toshow up throughout this wholeordeal.
Personally,I'm more forgiving
on T-shirts.
—
There is a line that this company than a lot of other people that's
insists ondancingon, andit finally whyI'mcharging thecompany with
crossed that line with their Asian the lesser evil.Andif Abercrombie
stereotypes.However,I'mnotquite & Fitch changes, then we've made
ready to call the Abercrombie ex- progress.
ecutives abunchofracist bastards
Instead of the widespread pubby
And
I
chastised
an
of apology letters from the
get
lishing
before
yet.
(over) activist, let me explain my store's CEO, like some organiza-

...

reasoning.
Just over a year and a half ago,
traffic on 520 was choked up becausesome idiots thought it would
be funny to holler at metro bus
driver that there was a bomb under
the bus. Iwouldn'tsay these morons have a "terrorist" frame of
mmd or any frameof mindat all.
Terrorists threaten and kill, fools
pullpranks and annoy people.
Just like racism. Racists hate. Ignorant peoplejust don't know, and
end updoingfoolish things.Racists
acknowledgetheir hate within themselves and/or publicly. Ignorant

—

tions aredemanding, I'dlike to see

A&F hire some designers with the
common sense to design clothing
that celebrates culture, rather than
degradesandtrivializesit.Ofcourse,
theyshould probably runit by some
crediblecritics whoare of an ethnic
background themselves soas not to
put their foot in their mouth again.
But unfortunately, even if they
didchange,you probably won't see
me lining up at Abercrombie &
Fitch. Inever likedthemin the first

place.
E-mail JC at
santosj@seattleu.edu

Experiencing life must come prior to marriage
them about this is what in the
world is the rush? I put their ages
down for a reason; to show that
young people are getting married
and are barely graduating college
before doingit.Don' t get me wrong,
Ihave no problems with the whole
institution of marriage; Ihope to
KIRA RANDO
one day get married and let me
Spectator Columnist
emphasis that when Isay this, I
—
My childhood friend called me meanin the future not tomorrow.
the other day making sure Iwould But Ijust can't understand why
attend her wedding next June in people feel the need to do it "right
New York. She's only 20 and will now."
cansee
Now,I
amaromantic, so I
be 21 at the timeshe getsmarried. A
high school friend ofmine e-mailed whypeople may wantto"rush" into
me last week to announce her en- marriage. If Imet some great guy
gagement to her boyfriend of only who completely swept me off my
ten months, making sure thatIwould feet, lovedme todeath,and did the
be a bridesmaid;sheis turning21in most fantastic, romantic proposal
two weeks.Both of my friends are around, how could a girl say no?
in college, not graduating for an- But because of the way men are
other year or two, and are already today,Ihave about a one in a milplanning marriage. The only thing lion shot of that ever happening to
alsounderstand
that comes to my mind when Italk meanytimesoon.I
to

that sometimes marriage is an escape.Forexample,somepeopleare
sodependent on their family,orare
made to be dependentbecause their
familyis overbearingand strict,that
marriage is the only way out of the
house. Also, you can never forget
theinfamousreasonfor people gettingmarried soyoung and fast:pregnancy.
However, even whenallof these
stillcan't
factors are putintoplay, I
fully see what the rushis for college
students and recent grads to get
married. After hearing from my
friends, and those mentioned are
only a few on the list of who is
married or getting married, Ikeep
thinking Iam way too young to
know so manypeople getting married.
I
personally would rather live in
thereal worldfor a little whilebeforerushing into marriage.Besides
the fact that marriage isn't some-

thing to get into lightly, Iwould
want tobe able to know that Icould
survive on my own before getting
into such an intense relationship.
Also, touching on this point even
further, most marriages end in divorceand it wouldbe beneficial to
know that you can survive on your
own.
But if youreally want toget mar-

ried to the personyou are datingin
college, then Ithink a longengagement is your best bet. Engagement
is good because that way, you and
your significant other are committed to each other (especially once
you get that ring, ladies.)
However if something were to
happen, like falling out of love or
finding someone else, it'seasier to
break an engagement than a marriage.With anengagementyoualso
get toexperience the real world on
your own and evena little together.
Also, becauseyou change so much

through experiences and life overall, you have more time to learn if
you are truly compatibleor not and

overall grow together.Lastly, when
you wait youalsohave a better shot
of beingable to actually afford the
weddingyou want,in case the"bank
of mom and dad" isn't open for
business or can only loan out a
small amount, as well as things
you'll need after you're officially
—
man and wife like a nice place to
live, furniture, etc.
As Isaid, Ithink marriage is a
great thing and hopefully one day
I'll get toexperienceit and nothave
it end in divorce.But Idon't seethe
rush to do it right as you start to

really experience life. Go out and
live a little; it's okay to waita year
or two after graduation to get married, it really won't kill you, now

will it?

E-mail Kira at
KjßNyCl3@aol.com

Letter to the Editor: racial melting pot
Dear Editors,
Iam writingin response to Mr.
Austin Burton's Op-Ed article in
the May 9th 2002 edition,in which
he addresses the issue of the Black
community's "self-segregation."
While the issue Mr. Burton addresses is an important one,he fails
to recognize that those things that
he feels establishes self-segregation- Black schools, magazines,
businesses,andBET- areresponses
to the cultural underrepresentation
ofblacks in themainstream media,
schools, and industries.

tural differences will lead to the
autonomy Mr. Burton seeks. That
autonomy can only exist as a
byproduct ofequality.
speak for the Black community
I
thatissues of equalityare
saying
blacks on television were few and in
problems, but they are
not
black
far between.
nity.
that weall must
problems
ownership
own
American
Taking
of one's
Black magazines address issues
with acting
The
issue
is
not
especially
solve.
representation,
in theBlack community, similar to cultural
color,
of
earned
we,
people
no
as
if
have
group
in
where
other
Latina,
country
Magaa
magazines like
and/4.
received,
we've
community.
Black
the
achievements
will,
within
unifies
the
zine, which address issues
the Latinoand Asiancommunities. The celebration of one's commu- but whetheror not thepredominant
Tlieseculturally focused magazines nity and culture is not advocating whiteculture realizesthat weearned
comes fromeduaddress the issues that mainstream segregation. Acknowledging, cel- it.Thatrealization
—
something
we all
cating
oneself
magazines like Vogue, GQ, and ebrating, and learning about cul-

Toask whythere are blackmagazines,businessesand schools is just
the same as asking why are there
white owned businesses or magazines that predominantly address
theissues within the white commu-

Cosmopolitanfail to acknowledge
BET was established at a time
whenMTV wouldnot evenplay the
videos of non-mainstream black
artists, and when representations of

"
The Spectator May 16, 2002

must do! Assimilating and joining
the melting part is anunacceptable
choice. Becomingpart of the melting pot, so that wecan "fit in," only
supportsthe culturalrelativism that
perpetuatessegregation. We are all
responsible for fightingsegregation
through educating each other, not
by abandoning our cultural identities.
Candace Rodgersjunior,English

Literature Major
Letters to the Editor are not

edited.
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RETORT
SECURITY
FRIDAYEDITION
a while, but resumed their loud ar-

AUSTIN BURTON

In the first incident, the victim's
the police left. CPS
asked the non-SU student to leave driver-side window was smashed
and about 10 CDs and acar stereo
the campus, which they did.
face were missing. No signs of
"Remember it!Takea
forced entry were found in the secdown,
I
don't
ond incident, but the victim was
picture, writeit
missing a 4-channel mixing table,
give a f— !"
in addition to one dollar and some
change.
Tuesday,5/7/02
janitor
graffiti
A
discovered
in a
"What the hell you (loin'
men's bathroom in the Barman
stealing boxes?!"
Building. Althoughthe graffiti was
writteninpermanentmarker,itwas
Tuesday, 5/7/02
no challenge for one of our superA royal blue tweed chair was
man janitorial staff who miracustolen from the Campion Hall
lously cleaned the mess up.
lobby'sreception area.Thechair is
valued at $300.
"He's known for jackin'
folks; that'sall he do!"
"Or wecould settle it right
now for 20 bucks."
Tuesday,5/7/02
CPS received two separate auto
Wednesday, 5/8/02
prowl reports from the third floorof
At 7:30 a.m., CPS came upon a
the 1lthand E. Cherryparkinggagument when

Sports Editor

Friday is, in my opinion,one of
thefunniest moviesofall-time. Ice
Cube's 1995 directorial debutintroduced the world to unforget-

table characters like Deebo and
Felicia,andalso to askinny come-

dian named Chris Tucker. This
week's Security Report contains
quotesfrom Friday. Ifyouhaven 7
seen it, see it.

"He'llbe like, 'Shut the f—
up.' I'llbe quiet.But whenhe
leaves...l'llbe talkin' again."

Monday, 5/6/02
At 11:30 p.m.. Campus Public
Safety and the Seattle police were
called to break up an argument between an SU student and their significant otheroutsideofBellarmine
Hall.The couple calmed down for

man in the Engineering Building
who they recognized from an earlier trespassing incident. The man
admitted heshouldn't havebeenon
campus. SPD was called to the
scene, and theman signed a written
trespassadmonishment cardbefore
leaving.
"That's my bike,punk!"
Thursday,5/9/02
A studentreported theirbike stolen from the bike rack on the 1lth
Aye. mall. The victim said they
used a cable lock, but neither the
bike nor the lock was found.

had the money
"Just beforeI
ol'crackhead Ezalcame
runnin' through the window."
Friday,5/10/02

CPS staff noticeda vendingmachine door was ajar in Campion
Hall.
Upon investigation it was discovered that someone had forced
open the door of the machine and
tampered with the money boxes.
Afterthe discovery,the SPD was
contacted and the incident documented.
The machine is set toberepaired.
"The weed be lettingyou
know...where evillurks."
Friday, 5/10/02
ABellarmineHallRAcalledCPS
to report a suspicious person on
their floor.
CPS recognized the person from
an earlier narcotics incident, and
they signed a trespass admonishment card beforeleaving.

Quadstock's reputation calls for change

NICOLE RETANA
News Editor

"Quadstock has acertainnotori-

ety about it,"

Will Smith, SEAC

president and Seattle University
senior, began. "And we're working hard to change that."

It'sno secret that many SU stu—
dentscelebrate the event and en—
tire day ofQuadstock by consuming excessive amounts of alcohol.
"People blame Quadstock a lot
for cause of alcohol or drunkenness," Smith said. "If they'regoing
to point a finger at any event that

happens at SU, they're going to
point it at Quadstock."
However,Smiththinks thatis an
unfair assessment of the event.
"As SEAC we don'tbelieve that
[Quadstock]is aproblem itself and

"It should be a safe event, it should feel."
Smith alsoinvited professorsand
be fun and having the beer garden
there shouldnotdominatethe entire faculty toQuadstock withthementality that, "If yourphilosophy proevent."
Therefore, in an effort to alter fessor is there, you're much less
Quadstock's stainedreputation,this likely to be as crazy anddo things

that the event shouldn't happen. yearSEACis redesigningtheevent
Theevent should happen," he said. to make it safer and more attractive
for a broaderrange of people.
First and foremost, Quadstock is
adding a food court, club booths
and a "SpinArt"booth. Smith hopes
these additions will not only keep
—
thecrowd fromthinning asit tends
—
tododuringintermissions butalso
lend the event more of a "festival
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pate," Smith continued, "I think it
will change the whole tone of the
event and make it much more of a
big spring celebration, which really,that's what it's intended to be
anyway."
Formore Quadstock information,
contact SEAC at (206) 296-6047.

The Sisters ofProvidence
invite women to focus onfaith,
learn,pray and explore religious life
at a weekendretreat inSeattle.
For ages 15 to 18, the dates are August 2-4.
For ages 19 to 40, the dates are August 16-18.

. . Editor
* Opinions
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you wouldn't normallydo."
"By having everyone partici-

.

Oain
great

experience for
internshiDS
dlKl
miemsmps and

portfolios!
"
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Sisters off Providence
" challenged in ministry
" supported incommunity
" nourished by prayer
For information, please contact:
Joan Gallagher, SP, VocationDirector
(206) 932-6272
jvocdir@juno.com

www.sistersofprovidence.net

News
Gender: rethinking "male" and "female" roles
with the topics of gender identity of a would-be rock star whose
and sexuality.
botched sexual-reassignment surLesbian writer and filmmaker gery leaves the title character with
ticipating in Gender Awareness
fun;
Hellary
Homosex will present her an "angryinch" inplace ofstandard
Week —first, because it's
documentary
about drag queens genitalia.
yourself
second,becauseeducating
Gender Awareness Week at SU
Antennae, at
do
Third
(and
kings),
you
is
about whyyouidentify as
begin just as a major genderTuesday,
will
Wyckoff
Auditorium
on
third,
because as we
helpful; and
understanding
of
gender
growinour
as a social construct, we will
deconstruct the systems that
real lack of rhetoric
disparatelyimpact somegenders,"
Reynoldssaid.
going
about gender issues,
Theorganizers said theydecided
to holdSU's first-ever gender
HOPE TO
ON THIS CAMPUS.
event to "call people to look criti- ESPECIALLY
—
cally, honestly and to some ex—
CHANGE THAT AND HAVE SOME FUN IN THE
tent, with humor at gender."
"There's a real lack of rhetoric
goingon aboutgenderissues,espeCIRIHN MALPOCHER, STUDENT INTERN AT
cially on this campus," Cirihn
Malpocher, student intern at the
THE WISMER CENTER
Wismer Center, explained.
"We hope to change that, and
issues event is scheduled to conhave some funin the process," she May 21.
pizza
party,
the
cludein Washington, D.C.
Fridaynight's
At
said.
in
TheNationalConferenceonGen(My
in
films
Ma
Vie
en
Life
named
Rose
The WismerCenter is
con(May 18-20) is aimed at
Hedwig
Angry
and
der
Pink)
and
the
the
late
Dr.
Patricia
L.
honor of
—
necting
diversecommunities gay,
Wismer, formerprofessor and chair Inch will be shown, beginning at 4
straight,— transgender, youth, and
p.m.in Wyckoff Auditorium.
of the of Theology and Religious
—
Ma Vieen Rose is about a young feminist "who are committed to
Studies department. The center
the driving force behind Gender boy in France whoprefers dresses ending discrimination and violence
—
Awareness Week works on is- and dolls to the trappings of boy- caused by genderstereotypes," acsues of race,class, gender,sexual- hood foisted on him by his uptight cording to theGenderPublicAdvocacy Coalition, the group organizity and diversity for the SU com- parents.
ing the event.
Hedwig
Angry
the
Inch
is
a
and
munity.
Sponsors of the national gender
gender-bending
comedy/drama
Gender Awareness Week will
beginandclose withfilms thatdeal with acult following. It is the story conference include American Air-
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Murphy Apartments
to change room
application policy
SEAN REID
A&E Editor
In the wake of numerous complaints by students seeking housing, administrators of the ArchbishopThomasMurphyApartments

announced the complex's application process willbe revised for the
next academic year.
Father Stephen Hess, SJ,Director of Residence Life and Housing,
said that room selection within the
Murphy Apartments willadhere to
a lottery system similar to the one
introduced this year inthe residence
halls.
However,the decision,proposed

byFather Hess after the apartments
went underhis office's jurisdiction
in December 2001, came too late
for students already stressed after
another round of applying to the
Murphys.
"I got up at 7 a.m. [on the first
day] to stand inline and there were
about 20 people camped out with
sleeping bags in the rain in front of
the office from the night before,"

Jessica Arena, sophomore CriminalJustice major,said,"Mostpeople
1 ended up talking to didn't get
apartments."
A flood of general applications
for rooms besieged the Murphyof-fices during the week of April 22
26. Of the over 300 people that
applied about 1 18 received a spot
within the building, according to
Kelly Callahan, Murphy ApartmentsManager.Approximately 175

lines, Verizon,
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National Organization for
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They hope to 8
with
more ammunition for pursuing what they see as a
campaign to end ignoranceand in-

uround 6:30 p.m.

return

tolerance in matters of sexuality
and genderidentity.

Loans: proposal could cost thousands
From front page
by the

administrations proposed

education cut.
U.S.SenatorMurray, Wellstone,
Jack Reed (D-RI), Joe Biden (DDE) and Hillary Clinton (D-NY)

Valentin has incurred the nation
averageof$ 17,000in student loans.
willhave to take the next year
year,only about 120 slots are open, She
of
off school in order to pay for
which is a big difference."
her schooling and save for her
Now, Callahan remains busy
year.
waitingfor anyMurphy residents to senior
Murray followed
Sen.
drop out of their agreementso she
statement by bringing
Valentin's
can keep moving people on the
up the NoChild Left Behind Act,
waitinglist. Most, however, were
President Bush signedinto
notified by Callahan to seek alter- which January.
law in
native housing in the meantime.
'This Administration pledged
The Murphy Apartments are to
'leave no child behind,'"
equipped to house 330 people in
Murray
said. "But the cuts they
living quarters that include fourmaking
toeducation priorities
bedrooms, townhouses, one-bed- are
loans will leave millike
student
roomdoubles,one-bedroom singles,
and variously sized studio units.
Current residentsof Murphy always have the option of requesting theirroom foranother yearor
applying for a different suite a
weekprior to the generalapplication process. It was the fact that
210 residents chose to remain in
Murphy,Callahan said, that led to
manypeople not receivingrooms.
"There's not enough room in
the end andit'shard. But then you
get people that call and think they
should have privilege over other
people or that they should bump
peopleout. They think theyshould
get a special favor and Ican't do
turnover of about one-half to twothirdsof building[movingout.] This

I dfe

2j

loss in private donations and endowment
funds since the events of
hind."
hind.
TheBush administrationhasalso Sept. 11.
Two out of three endowment
proposedtocut the amountofPELL
grants thatthe governmentprovides funds across the nation have experienced a decline invalue. The lack
to students.
per
Currently the amount student of funds coming into the schools
is $4,000; the administration has has caused the administration to
proposedtocutthat to$3,900. They increasethe tuition.
Making tuition at these schools,
have also proposed tocut thenumber of students receiving the grant andSU increase.
You can help to keep the cost of
by 375,000.
college
lower by contacting your
On top of the federal
elected
officials.
government's plans to increase the
Contact information for your
cost of college is the lack of funds
that private schools have received. Congressionalleaders canbe found
Private schools likeSeattle Uni- by going to www.senate.gov or
versity have been experiencing a www.house.gov.

lions of students like Stacey be-

were also present to continue
Kennedy's message. Also in attenpeople remain on a room waiting
dance was Western Washington
list.
University student Stacy Valentin.
"Every year, there's been a big
Valentin talked about the strain
exodusof people,butthis year alot that
she and her family have enof people elected tostay,"Callahan dured.
said, "Last year there was a big

See Murphy on page 7
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SU seniors take fashion into their own hands
MELISSA SWEAT
Staff Reporter
Whoever thought that "dreamingbig" was something no one did
anymore hasn't met Farida

Adenwala and Veronica CalzilloLazo.

With a dreamin one hand and a
business plan in the other, Seattle
University seniors Adenwala and
Calvillo-Lazo (majoringinE-commerce and International Business,
respectively) are employing a doit-yourself ethos by starting their
own business. Theirs is a revolutionary "Global Garment Educa-

an additional $15,000, not to mention plentyof investor interest.
International Fit has alreadygarneredpotentialinvestors locallyand
abroad.
"We have investors right now,
assures Calvillo-Lazo, who with
Adenwala, have met with some

high-profile business leaders.Rick
Fersh, former

PresidentofEddie
Bauer, is serving
on their advisory

board alongside
Dr. Peter Raven,
an SU Marketing
Professor, who

Computique, the physical store loThrough the Computique, IF
cation, to get a body-scan through hopes tocreate a community envithe use of the TC2 3D Body Mea- ronment withcomputer stationsfor
designing, fabric samples to see
"Craig's like 'it can't work. surement System.
come in
Click: this will allow customers and touch, and a small food and
Farida's like,'it can.' And I
themiddleandI'm like,'thisishow todesign theirown global fashions, beverage service for hungry deit can,'" explains Calvillo-Lazo of choosing from "traditional" (for signers. Consumers will also be
able toclick for informationonthe
the group's dynamic.
history of the fabric and how it
relates to a particular culture, as
wel1as for "how to wear"and "how
tocare"links.Throughthe Internet,
whichis becoming moreand more
lucrative for retail purchasing, IF
tomer creations). customers can design from any loFit: once the cation worldwide. They can also
shions are cho- chat with other customers, fill out
n, the customer the "2-minute survey," and post
an see how the messagesaboutpast clothing woes
othing will fit (www.internationalfit.biz,site
the finance aspect of thebusiness
Together, they are hardworking
trio.

1

tion andCreationCompany,"otherwiseknown as International Fit. has been a great
Now, if they only had a million proponent for the
—
nd thefabric will
dollars which is exactly what business
crape ontheirown
they' retrying toraisebeforegraduInternational
rtual image.
ation.So, weask,how much to they Fit is the brainAnd Finish:the
have? "We've got zero dollars... childofAdenwala
designisthen sent
we can barely afford Kinkos," ad- (founder and
to a manufacturCEO). The idea
mits Adenwala.
ing plant in New
But even withoutthe money, the stems
from
Delhi,India,
ahub
making
"pasthis dreama real- Adenwala' s
two are
ity, and getting much attention for sion for fashion,"
of the textile industry, where it
six-yearsof expeit.
Adenwala,
Farida
Veronica
Calvillo-Lazocombine
3,
Craig
May
the
two
Stockwell
and
willbeprinted out
young
On
women riencein theretail
on a giant laser
were highlighted, along with fel- industry, and nu- toform the super-hip, super-new, super-companyInternational Fit.
printer,thencomlow SU students, in a Fox News merous travels
"I think we have a really cool pleted by sewers.
segment on the future job plans of abroad.Calvillo-Lazo (Co-founder
IF capitalizes on the growing degraduating seniors. Currently,they and VP of Marketing) was sucked balance," adds Adenwala.
They alsohave a really cool idea. mand formasscustomizationin the
are participating in the 2002 Uni- inwhen Adenwala spoke upinclass
versity of Washington Business about wanting tostarther own fashEssentially,International Fitis a apparel industry. Personally, they
design
business.
Plan Competitionand havemade it ion
customized retailer and manufac- were tired of ill-fitting garments
to the final sixteen,down from sixty
"I've gotta hook up with her," turer of global fashions thatutilizes and were frustrated with tailored
initial participants. They present saidCalvillo-Lazo whensheheard exciting new production technol- clothing that was simply too timenext Tuesday, May 21, and if all Adenwala's idea. AnotherSU stu- ogy. Their slogan, "International consuming. "Mass customization
goes to plan, they will advance to dent,seniorCvaigStockwell(double Fit (IF)is WhereYouSit.Click.Fit. isthenew way,"saysCalvillo-Lazo.
trie finalroundoffour competitors majoring in Finance and E-com- Finish," cleverly describes this It is a trendthatbothBrooks Brothand receive $10,000 for their ef- merce) is working with Adenwala ground-breakingprocess.Sit: cus- ers and Nikeare employing, and IF
forts.The final winnerwillreceive and Calvillo-Lazo,helpingout with tomers will come into a capitalizes onit with a fresh twist.

—J

cient and trusted means of retail
shopping; it's a combination that
could equal success.
The plan is not yet perfect, but
—
they're workingonit most likely
as you readthis.

Adenwala and Calvillo-Lazo
have been working on their dream

since November, occupying copious amounts of time in the computer lab, recruiting friends and
artists, buildinga website(withthe

help of Farida's fiance),researching,making business connections,
and promoting with fliers at nightclubs.
"Nighttime is when we get out

See Fit on page 7

I

fair*

1 Ik mL

pending).
Unlike the recent dot-cornsthat
went under (think Pets.com,
WebVan), IF combines new-age
innovation withgood-oldbrick and
mortar retailing to create an effi-
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you take care of the patients,
we'll help take care of the

[tuition].
If you want to give your nursing career a shot in the arm, you need experience - not the headache of
how to pay your tuition. Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll not only get hands-on
clinical training, you'll develop leadership skills you'll be able to tap into for your entire career. Talk to
us at the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.

ARMY ROTC
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Unlike any other college course you can take.

Army ROTC 2 year Scholarships available! Call 296-6430 for more information.
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Murphy: some believe lottery system would be more effective
From page 5

that e-mail became a necessity for
him andCallahan when it came to

Most students with problems approachedFatherHess and Callahan
directly, until finally both had to
regulateallrequestsbyemail. Now,
any students withconcerns orcomplaints are encouragedbyCallahan

todetermine not only what canhelp
improve the system for next year,

but also service students who have
problems with itnow.
"Ithink what we'relookingfor is
a transparent, open process,"
O'Neill said,"And I
to email her at
think [Callahan and
murphy@seattleu.edu.
Hess']
intentions are
"Iwas very disap"Every
staff
administrator,
and Ithink
good,
pointed whenIheard
there,
they'regetting
you can only be in
needs to be able to take part but you know our
through
contact
concern is still just
email,"SeanO'Neill,
and meet with students if
resting
with the stuvice-president
ASSU
this
year. No
thing."
dents
necessary
said.
a
should get swept
one
O'Neill was also
o'neill,
vice president under the rug to be
one of the many stuimproved next year
dents whoapplied to
ifthere
were
problems
with theprotheMurphys andbecame concerned ity of a room were clear.
year."
comcess this
when some ofhis friendsexpressed
"We didn't want students
ing insaying 'Oh you said this and
"A lottery system might be fair
disdain with the system.
'Well,
we
saying
no didn't' for the Murphys in the future. What
"E-mai1isnot a way tocommuni- then us
havinganything
taking
and not
concrete to Ithink is really important is that
cate. That's the job, to be
living
either,"
there. substantiate
Father Hess we'reable to analyze whatit'sbeen
careofstudents thatare
thisyear, take careof thosestudents
Every administrator or staff needs said.
ASSU,
As
a
of
who had problems this year and
to
a
meet
member
O'Neill
part
to be able
take
and
the change for the nextyear,"
gain
to
information
make
necessary
hopes
a
more
said,
frustrating
really
Arena
"It's
with students if that's
explained.
fromthe
O'Neill
process
the
selection
thing,"
in
line
said.
about
people
suffer
O'Neill
that so many
Inadequacies
within the current
Housing
explained,
Hess
Residence
Life
and
office
though,
some
still
Father
because
abuse it."

"There were many angry people
and parents calling," Father Hess
added.
Some students,though, secureda
placein the apartmentsbecausethey
madesecondand thirdroomchoices
on their applications.
Arena seized her second choice
once it became available- a medium-sized studio,slightly moreexpensive than her first choice, the
smallest size. Callahan explained
that students who put less restrictions or more alternatives on their
forms typically had ahigherchance
of moving somewhere into the
Murphys.
But even though her matter is
resolved, Arena still bears resentment at the flaws in the system.
"There were these rumors going
around that people in the front of
theline turned in like five or more
applications for other people,"

dealing withstudents.Thereneeded
to be documentation witheach student request, he said, so that any
promises or claims of the availabil-

or
a

that's

assu

scan

1

room selection process were some
of the main reasons that led employees in Residential Life and
Housing to campaign for the more

popular lottery selection process
used by other universities. The
present selectionprocess, whichwas
first designed when the Office of
Auxiliary Services supervised the
Murphys, could not be altered by
this year, Father Hess said.
"We're changing things in
Murphy but there's only so much
you can change at one time. The
room selection process wasalready
in place after it came under Resi—
dence Life things were in print,
students were under an assumption

of what it was going to be, so we
weren't able to change it."
While FatherHessknows that the
system will definitely be different
by this time next year, the specifics
of the process are not yet defined.
'Thisis the first year we'redoing
it in the ResidenceHalls, so wecan
find of work out the bugs on a
smaller scale before weimplement
it system-wide."

Registration: new system saves time and money Fit:fashion
From front page
According to Mcßae, the additionoftheInternet causedthe numberof phone calls todropby about
three quarters.
The Registrarisalsoable tojuggle
two termsat once throughsuonline,
whereasin the past, registration by
phone for summerquarterwould be
cut short to accommodate students
signing up for fall quarter classes.

benefit analysis,"saidMcßae, who
has been advocating the switch for
almost a year. "When I became
Registrar inJuly last year, this was
one of my goals."
The decision came based on a
committee that included a variety
of staff and associate deans, but
only seven students, who are all
employedat the Registrar's office.
"Students shouldbe forewarned

majoring in Computer Science and

Humanities.
Clement is also a Residential
Assistant (RA) all of whom had
the opportunity to scope out the
new server in atraining session put
on by the Registrar's office.
Access to computers is another
concern of many students as overcrowded computer labs make computer stations difficult for students

—

about drastic changes to student
services, moreoverwe must be invited to the tableand welcomed to
the discussion on such business,"
ASSU president Virgil Damaoan
said and added that there is a "lack
of student involvement in key aspects of University business."
As revolutionaryas online registration may seem on the surface,
someSU studentshave reservations
about the change.
"Some people are reacting to it
negatively because it's a change,

to obtain.The Registrar's office is
currently tryingtoset up threecomputer stations in the StudentUnion
Building lobby exclusively for
suonline. But, losing the convenience and übiquity of cell phones
and campus phones for registration
has students alittle critical.
"At least with the phoneregistration,ifyou're in class when you're
supposed to register,youcoulduse
your cell phone to do it," junior
Nursing major Alyson Grace said.
"But if you're in a class thatdoesn't
have a computer, you miss your

Money was also an issue in the
decision making process.
The touchtone system required a
yearly maintenance fee, and this
year, an additional upgrade was
needed. Those two services would
haveruna tab ofup to$80,000. And
with budget cuts popping up all
around campus, thisseemed likean
ideal time to drop the phones and
addthe Internet.Thecostsofonline
registration are alreadyincluded in
SU's contract with Datatelto mainandpeopledon'treallylikechange,"
tain the suonline website.
"It was a decision based on cost
said Mike Clement, a sophomore registration time."

Jt's YOUR tmn,n

upthepossibility oftheservcrcrash

M

4341 University Way NE

theyarefull-timestudentswhohave
jobs. Adenwala works in the job

PlacementCenter oncampus where

ing. But Mcßae assures students she finds herself espousingherDIV
thatthis server has been thoroughly advice: "I'm like, 'start your own
tested forbugs,and in theevent that thing.'"
Adenwala and Calvillo-Lazo are
the site—does crash, the touchtone
as they gear up for the
currently
inacconfident
though
system
—
competition.
But even if they don't
backup
as
a
tive couldbe revived
win and don't raise that cool mil,
through August.
But, Mcßae hopes it won'tcome they alreadyhave a location picked
out (615 Queen Anne Aye.) and
to that.
"I'mhoping that people will find haveplans to open up shopon June
this apositive experience,"she said. 15th as a cybercafe until they have
"It's my belief thatthey will.Ifthey the funds to expand.And if the "big
haveany problems, worriesorcom- dream" suceeds, further expansion
plaints after they use it, wecertainly includes stores in Chicago, New
York, London, and HongKong.
will take feedback."

How would you score?

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
aboutthis test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican
- answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

~^~idi--»

206.633.5000

said.
Some studentshavealso brought

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
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demands
hard work

From page 6
off several students.
"Ithought it was somebodyrunning for office and that was their there and talk to everyone,"says
slogan because thesigns came upat Adenwala. "So we don't sleep."
They arenot onlyentrepreneurs,
the same time as elections," Grace

1
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The ad campaign for the switch,
which featured a phone crossed out
by a red bar and the words, "Big
changes are coming," also threw

A

10 Question

Challenge!
-

Monday, May 20

LSAT 6pm
GMAT 7:3opm

Wednesday,May 22
MCAT 6pm
GRE 7:3opm
Also learn how the GRE is changing!

Seattle Kaplan Center
4216 University Way NE

*
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Call 1-800 KAP-TEST or visit

kaptest.com to reserve your seat!
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Family generally means going on picnics, camping, shar.ng holidays, fighting over
But forr several
telling embarrassing stories about each other and separating when college rolls around
bringing family members w.th
of the SU community, heading off for higher education included
them, strengthening the blood bond even as they focused on their individual futures.

member?

THE

SAKRAIDAS

Father William Sullivan, SJ, and Sister KathleenSullivan enjoy workingtogetherat SU and goingon vacations.

THE SULLIVANS
My brother and Ihave
close
always
been
friends. But after he graduated
fromhigh school, wenever lived
joined the
in the samecity until I
Seattle University mathematics
faculty fifteen years ago. Hehas
enthusiastically supported all my
efforts here at SU andhas made
me feel a part of the wonderful
things he has accomplished for
the University and for the city. It
has been exciting to be able to
sharehis vision,admirehisleadership, meet his friends and enjoy so many great times with
him!"

£ £

—Kathleen Sullivan,Associ-

ate Professor of Mathematics

era, and we also

have taken va-

ways been very close. In cations together

to places like

L L My sister and Ihave al-

1948, 1 joinedtheSocietyof Jesus
and in 1952, she joined the Religious Society of the Sacred Heart.
Forthe following35years, wewere
always apart. That's why it was
really special in 1987 when she
came to SU. It has been a great

source of happiness for me to have
here, and also I'm very proud of
her. Ithink she's a wonderful person and professor. She is a very
happy person. During the last ten
years, it has been great to have a
memberof the familyhere to share
the good timesand to support each
otherduring the difficult ones.
"We do a lot of things together,
like go to the movies, theater, op-

Ireland, Wisconsin

and Hawaii.

Her presence has made a lot of
difference. 1 see her almost everyday,and we talk on thephone
everyday,and we'rebothe-mail Tim Ulmen(left)andhis "hippie"brotherJohnliketo ridebikes anddrinkmartinis
bugs.
actually, there'slotsof otherfun people
"One thing Inoticedwhen she
here too [not to offend anyone]. We
came to SU was that people Tim Ulmen, senior, Civil Engineering think Spokane is more fun thanSeattle.
started telling me, 'Oh, Iheard John Ulmen, freshman,Mechanical
"We do lots of stuff together. We
the story about the time...' and
Engineering
tookapartmy CD playeryesterday. We
frisbee, ridebikes, drink beer and
all
sudden,
play
of
a
these
stories
all
"We cameto SUbecause it isa won.wepretty much seeeach other
martinis..
started appearing about me on
derfulJesuit Institution. We both went
campus.My boyhoodyears sud- to GonzagaPrep inSpokane. Actually, daily.
"We get alongmorenow than before.
denly becamebetterknown."
Ididn'tget intoStanford soIcamehere.
We've grown up and matured signifiFather William Sullivan, John was lazy. He onlyapplied to one cantly.
—
"Oh,andhippies rule not thatJohn's
SJ, Chancellor, four years school.
"Having a brother here is the best
— ahippieoranything!" — Tim Ulmen
part. It makes a boring school fun
older than his sister

THE ULMENS

-
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THERESA AND THERESA:
SPANNING GENERATIONS AT SU
KIM TROMPKE
Staff Reporter

9

THE PIMENTELS

Features Editor

Theresa: graduated in 1999, Ecological Studies
Christian: senior, Psychology
Marisa: sophomore, Marketing

It seems like Seattle was a big
selling point for this Portland trio
when theyindividuallysizedup their

Morrisonaddedthat Westlund
chose SUafter careful delibera"It's not too far from home, but
tionand finally appliedbasedon it's far enoughaway," Christian exThursday afternoons are spe- thereputationof theNursingprocial for Theresa Morrison. On gramitself. It is merely acoinciPlus there was the Catholic asthese afternoons, she meets her dence that both areattending the pect. Theresaremembers going to
church withher siblings evenwhen
granddaughter for lunch to dis- University at the same time.
a pint-sized Christian would run
Morrison
and
Westlund
have
great-grandchild.
cuss her new
upand down theaisles
screaming
These afternoons are reserved a great mutual respect for each causing all of them to get in trouble
especially so she can get up to other that appears to have only andhave tositinthe van through the
increased with service. They all went to Cathohc
date on her
—^—^^—
the observa- high schools; Christian and Marisa
granddaughter's
tions oftheoth- went to JesuitHigh School,specifilife anddiscuss
cally, and when askediftheir family
her studies
inspiring to ers commit- is fairly
religious, Marisa simply
ment to betterwith someone
said: "Ourmommakes rosaries."
and lot of
ingthemselves
special
At first,itwasalittle weirdseeing
througheduca- a sibling on campus "I haven't
Theresa and
others because of tion.
gone toschool withChrissincegrade
her grandschool," Theresa thought the first
daughter are
While
her focus
her
Morrison timeshe sawherbrother atSU but
unique. They
degree.
ravesabouther they allhave grown to see the benare among the
growing
granddaughter's
"lt'sbeenanawesomeexperience
lot of hard work at going
groupsoffamihere with them," Christian
beingaccepted said. "It's cool to have somebody
lies that attend
SeattleUniverinto sucha rig- here to helpyou out,especially,say,
—THERESA
sity together.
orous nursing when you needa car."
Despite their busy schedules, the
program
Westlund
while
threemake
aneffort to get together
raising a child,
once a week,going to breakfast or
Westlund rec- church...or to other functions best
ter her grandmother and enjoys ognizes her grandmother's hard not mentioned inanarticle thattheir
seeing her on campus.
work and commitment to going mother might read.
"But wedon'tseeeachotheroften
back
to school at her age.
"1 see her once in awhile and
enough
toannoyeachother,"Tneresa
inspiring
"She's
to me and a
it's great," Westlund said.
SaraBader / Features Editor
said.
" (""hriKtian (Aboveleftpicture) Marina(top), Theresa(bottomleft) andChristian. "
In fact, both grandmother and lot ofothersbecauseofherfocus
"Ypflh think Ciod
granddaughter had many great on her degree," Westlund said. added. "And you can quote me on (Above rightpicture) Theresa(left) to Christian: "You get the heavy end.
Christian to Theresa: "Which one's the heavy end?"
things to say about attending the "She's overcome a lot of obItlooks like tiieyfiguredit out (below).
same university. There was only stacles."
Westlund doesn't take
one bad thing that either could
any
of her grandmother's
think of: in the words of
Morrison, they just "don't meet influence for granted
and, through her example,
enough."
The team of Theresa and has come to understandthe
of
Theresa share a love of learning importance
continued
education.
they
but say
didn't choose SU
under the influence of theother. Coming from a family of
Although the presence of a fa- educated women, she
miliar, friendly face is a plus, recognizes that her grandthey are both here for different mother is at thehead of it
reasons.
"My grandmother isone
Morrison hada natural explaof
a kind," Westlund said
nation for her decision to attend
with conviction.
SU.
Morrison attributes
"It's a good school," she said
much ofher success to her
simply.
This isn't Morrison's first professors and her
—
round at SU it's her second. advisor and is even conShe came to the University in templating another come1978 to get her accreditation in back after graduation this
counseling andhas now returned spring.
"I'm thinking about
for her bachelor's degree in Soback to get my
coming
Morrison
is
schedcial Work.
Master's
in Theology and
graduate
uled to
this June.
Divinity,"
Morrison said.
"Ithink I'm theoldest student
graduating,"she said with pride, Statements like these
even though this graduating"se- aren't surprising coming
nior"refused to discloseher age. from a woman who just
Westlund was accepted into can't get enough to satisfy
SU's Nursing program last win- her appetite for learning.
Theaddition of Theresa
ter quarter and her grandmother
and
Theresa to SU brings
glowing
had nothing less than
the realization that this
remarks on her behalf.
campus
is not merely a
"She's wonderful! I'm just so
proud of what she's doing and place of diversity and
her efforts to become a nurse," higher learning,but an inJEREMY EDWARDS / PHOTO EDITOR
Morrison said of her stitution for thewhole fam- Theresa Westlund(left) andhergrandmotherTheresa Morrison areproudofeach other's drive anddetermination to
ily.
granddaughter's hard work.
earn a degreeat SU. They meet every Thursdayfor lunch to discuss classes andMorrison's new great-grandchild.

—

.

She's
me

a

—

on
She's

—

overcome a
obstacles."

"
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questions
fields
a
few
Redhawks shortstop
—
—

by definition a true baseballfan

Senior Paul Shibuya is
TONI SUTTON
StaffReporter
Anyone who knows SU senior
Paul Shibuyadefinitelyknowshow
much of a baseball fan he is.
Just take a look inside his studio
at the Murphy Apartments and
you'll get the picture.
On the front door hangs a poster
of several popular Major League
Baseball players.
Lying around Shiyuba's apartment are many baseballs.Oneisthe
first home run ball he hit this season, and

another is one he caught

whileattending a SeattleMariners
game in Baltimore.
On his wall is a huge Mariners
banner from the 2001 All-Star
Game.Sitting onhis dinningroom
table is aCal RipkenJr.bobblehead
doll, which is very fitting since
Ripken is Shiyuba's hero.
Shiyuba even has a Mariners
lunchbox thathe keepsstoredin his
pantry.

If "ultimate baseball fan" werea
word in the dictionary,you would
find an Bxlo picture of Shiyuba
right next to it.
The Spectator recently chatted
with Shibuya, an Electrical Engineering major and shortstop who

hit .398 for SU's baseball

team,

about none other than his favorite
subject— BASEBALL!
Spectator: How long have you
beenplayingbaseball?

PS:Istarted playingat the ageof on my way.
Isaw thePhillies play the Expos
six.Igot hit in the face alot,and my
dad toldme Icouldn't play until I and then the next day we drove
down to Baltimore and saw theOrilearned how to catch.
Spectator:Ouch!Thatmusthave oles play the Mariners. It was the
most spontaneous thing I've ever
hurt.
Iwould love to travel around
I
done.
quickly.
PS: learned real
Spectator: What do you do be- and catch baseball games all over
the country.
fore a game to get ready?
PS:Ilisten to "My Sacrifice"
by Creed to get my blood flowing.AlsoI
havethis ritual before
everygame.Iwrite my number,
which is 24, on my left hand
right between my index finger
and thumb. When Iput on my
socks Istart with the right one
and then the left, and my shoes
also go in the same order, and
my shoes always go on before
my game shirt.
Spectator:How longhave you
been doing this ritual?
PS:Iwouldsay about for the
last nine years or so.
Spectator: You seem to be a
huge baseball fan. What's the
craziest thing you've done all
for the love ofthe game?
PS: A friend of mine on the Shibuya takes a practiceswing.
Eastcoasthad twofreetickets to
Spectator: Who's your favorite
baseball games inPhiladelphiaand
baseball
team?
Baltimore.
Isaw them posted on Fantasy
PS: The Mariners.
Baseball, and Iimmediately conSpectator:Now youtold me eartactedhimand toldhim Iwascom- lier that Cal Ripken Jr.is your hero,
ing out.
So Itake it he is also your favorite
Within 24 hours Ipurchased a player. Why is this?
PS: He's definitely my favorite
planetickettoPhiladelphiaandwas

player. He is both because Cal a team and dealing with all the
played the mostconsecutive games paperwork and stuff we needed to
inthe history ofbaseball.Heplayed becomea club sport.
Spectator: How is the school's
2632 consecutive games.
Allbaseball players know that is support forthe team?
both mentally and physically dePS: There really isn't any. We
manding.
don'thave very goodpublicity. We
Spectator: You've been on the don't even have our own field.
Spectator:What do you want the
SU baseball team for two years.
Last year youplayed thirdbase University to know about the team
Iand now you play shortstop. in general?
IWhy the position change?
PS: Just that we are bunch of
nobodyreally knowsand
guyswho
shortstop,
Tyler
PS: Our
Branham,
I
like
baseball.
got
injured
I
and took that we
Iover in the position. That's Alsothat wehave todishouta lot
Iwhere all the action is,suppos- of ourmoney from ourcollege wallets, but we do it all for the love of
Spectator: How do you and the game.
Spectator: What do you want to
Ithe players get along?
PS: We areabunchoffriends. say to the new players coming
IEverybody clicks on the team. aboard?
IWe get together after practices PS: Get ready to play because
Iand after games, and hang out I'm applying forcoach nextyear.It
Iand eat or do whatever. We will be fun, and everybody will
Istick together,and that to me is have a good time playing ball.
Iwhat separates us from other Spectator:Since you and some
H teams and makes us special. of your teammates are gradating,
Spectator: Does the team do you haveany last wordsfor your
UYA
have nickname for you?
teammates?
PS: Yeah. Ihad a really had a
PS: They call me Buya.
Spectator: Back in '98, SU great time playing withall ofyou.
didn't have a baseball team. How We had a good year in myopinion,
didyou guys get started?
and it was truly an honor playing
PS: It was about five of us who for the team and with the guys I
really had a passion for the game, played with. Alsothat it wasa great
andwe wouldcalleachother upand experience,and hopefully Iwillbe
throwaround theball,andhit some. able to coach the team and once
It was finally Steve Sullivan who again be apart of the game next
made ithappen for usby organizing year.
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The great debate: Athletics versus academics
JAMIE ULLRICH
Guest columnist

A friendofminerecently referred

...

ticipate in the NCAA across the
country, graduation rates and academic performances are generally
higher than the general student

concerns: "In the ideal world, everyone wouldhaveaccess toa good
collegeeducation at aprice they can
afford. But until that, I'drather see
concerns.
the scholarship moneygo to young
One was how this relationship people who have qualities such as
between athletics and academics academic potential (rather than
After all this, however thrilled I
was tohearofthe academic success
ofathletes and the esteemed coaching staff, Istillhad questions and

tomeas anelitistand we11 Ididn't

population."

deny it,but hopefully, as this article
willprove, Ihave gained new re—
spect for athletes at least on this
—
campus by takingon this project.
Initiallyit began as a discussion
(some could label it a debate)during a class break. Were athletic
scholarships legitimate, Iwondered?Aren't wein college to learn

He went on to say that this, while
not statisticallysignificant,also applies to SU athletes.
Steve Nimocks,
SU's volleyball coach,
added to this by stat- Hopefully,
ing, "I look to recruit
THE

and not to shoot hoops?
A couple days later, Austin Burton, The Spectator's Sports Editor

athletes who have
maintained at leasta3.5
high school GPA and

have SAT scores of
1150-plus."
Ifound this news to
be surprising,butIwas

sports potential)."

as SU tries to climb

ATHLETIC LADDER, COACHES

UP

WILL CONTINUE TO SEEK OUT NOT
ONLY STRONG ATHLETES BUT ALSO

who happened tobe eavesdropping
onmy animatedconversation,asked
me to write something for the pa- also very impressed.
Several of the proper. Iimmediately knew that I
needed more information, so I e- fessors Iheard from also were immailedcoaches, administratorsand pressed with SU coaches: "They
professors for their opinion on the are interested in the whole person
logistics and purpose of athletic when working with their athletes,"
scholarships at SU.Some of what I said Joseph Phillips, Dean of the
found out was a revelation; other AlbersSchool ofBusinessandEcothings were what Iexpected.
nomics-Management."Theyare inTodd Schilperoort, Director of terestedin the academic, emotional
University Sports, told me, "If you and spiritual development of their
take all student-athletes who par- players."

COMPETENT STUDENTS.

Thisbest sumsup
my opinion also,
but partofme, after
researching more,
wants to

believe

that a college stu-

dentcould doboth.
Yet, that other
part maybe the

—
—
elitist still thinks

it's a conflict ofinterest. And Ihave a
feeling that a numwas being affected by money.
berofotherstudents across the counWith that,Schilperoortaddressed try would agree.
asimilarconcernhe had.Since some
Professor Burnstein also had
rely
on
to
atsome
concern for the future of SU
athletes
financial aid
tend school, they may just continue sports: "I fear that SeattleU's reto play sports,evenafter theloveof cent entrance into a higher rung of
the game is gone, so that they don't varsity sportscompetition willpreshave to drop out of school.
sure the University tolowerits stanFinally,Daniel Burnstein, a His- dards for admissions."
tory professor, articulated several
Asa numberofothercoachesand

faculty told me, athletics are a great
recruiting device for universities.

Basically,havinga good sportsteam
will attract more students of all
types, which Idon't necessarily
agree with.
For myself, knowing that SU
didn't have a gigantic athletic program like other state schools wasa
draw. Iknew there wouldbe more
focus oneducation andless onwho's
playingin the big game.
Hopefully, as SU tries to climb
up the athletic ladder, Prof.
Burnstein's fears won'tbecome reality and coaches will continue to

seek outnotonly strongathletes but
also competent students.
Oneof the ways tokeep this from
happening is to continue this dialogue on academics and athletics,
not turning them against one another as I first wanted to do, but
helpingthem to work together and
never lose sight of why students
chose to attendcollege in the first
place.

You can contact Jamie at
ullricj@seattleu.edu

Intramural athletes Spring into action
Grace Gunawan
Staff Reporter

Frisbee

the windblew with all ofits mighty
power.
Notthe typicalweather to goout
on the field and have a team-on-

hockey dependingonthe quarter.
in the rain all through the game.
Ultimate Frisbee as it is actu"The mostpopularsport thisquarally called — is part of SU's intra- ter is soccer. In the fall it will be
mural sports program,intended to football," Tuatoo said.
Tournaments areheldeveryquarbroaden participation in sports activities and provide opportunities ter in a small group and individual
activities.
for individual development.
At the end ofthe season, qualify"It is very popularfor people who
didn'tmake it to the league," said ing teams will compete for the anTwo softball playersracefor the plate at a Saturday intramuralgame.
Ryan Tuatoo, the SU Intramural nual SeattleIntramuralChampionSports coordinator. "Wehave com- ship t-shirt.
great is that?" Quigg said as he
Intramuralsportsbringstogether 2002; it's the fun that matters.
petitive league and recreational
"We
have
18dashed off to the field to catch a
28-year-olds
and
It
community.
doesn't matleague.It depends on your serious- the SU
flying Frisbee.
year-olds
playing
together.
How
are
from
or
ness,"
ter if you
class 1991

to their opponent's goal.
They were accompanied by the

The intramuralsports programis
open to all SU students, alumni,
faculty and staff, offering a variety
—
of sports includingbilliards,bas-

shouting voices of two dedicated
It wasa typicalday in Seattle; the score and time keepers, Megan
air was freezing,it was raining, and PetersonandSarah Casper, who sat ketball, volleyball, and floor

team Frisbee match.

"We are obsessed.There should
be a 12-step-program for us," Jim
Quigg, a Seattle University alumnus and Frisbee addict, said.
And indeed they are obsessed.
The twoopposing teams,each with

seven players, jumped in the air,
rolled in the dirt, bumped and hit
each other, all in order to get the

—

—

Seven Redhawks place
at Ken Foreman Invite
AUSTINBURTON
Sports Editor

49.66seconds.Neilsen alsofinished
seventh in the 200-meter dash at
22.66 seconds.
In the men's 5,000-meter run,
TheSeattle University track and
Perkeyfinished 1lth with
the
Ken
SU'sBen
competed
field team
at
a
1
Saturday
ForemanInvitational last
timeof 5:47.30,andSteveManos
Stadium,
Husky
and
had
seven
finshed
19th withatimeof16:13.57.
at
Onthe
women'sside,sophomore
place
in
six
events.
athletes
Junior David Neilsen, who on Kelly Fullerton was SU's top finMay 8 won the Great Northwest isher, taking eighth place in the
AthelticConference400-meterdash 1,500 meter run with a time of
championship, placedeighth in the 4:47.20.
Sophomore Theresa Mangahas
400 on Saturday with a time of

finishedninth in thepole vault,
clearing 3.45 meters. Freshman Emily Ferguson finished
15th inthe women's 800-meter
run witha time of2:23.36.
The Universityof Washington faredthe bestamong teams
at the meet, winning 15 out of
42 events, including10 on the
women'sside.
The NAIA National Championship meet willbeheldMay
23-25 in Olathe, Kansas.

ARE YOU GRADUATING?
HAVING SOMETHING TO SAY?
SPEAK OUT!

Men's basketball team signs three more transfers
One week after announcing the signings of three high school seniors and two junior college transfers
("Callero excitedabout hoops recruits," The Spectator, 5/9/02), Seattle University coach Joe Callero
announced the signings of three more transfers.
Eddie Lincoln,Jelani Williams,and Cameron Roweallsigned letters of intent to attend SU next fall.
Lincoln, a guard, was named Washington statehigh school Player of the Yearin 2000.He is transferring
fromEastern Washington University. Williams, a forward,playedat LosMedanos JCin California this
year. Rowe, a center, played this past season at Los Angeles Valley Community College.
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Sign up this week in SUB Upper
Bunk for the Graduating Student
Speak Outs.
Speak Outs will take place
Tuesday, May 21 Friday, May 24
11:00a.m. -4:00p.m.
Union Green (rain site is Upper Bunk)

-

Questions?

email greenwj@seattleu.edu or call x6OlO
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InMyHeadphones Wait finally over for Clones fans
It's all a 'Conspiracy'Itell ya'
Bryan

BINGOLD
A&E Columnist
your foot instead of trying to get
the message of the lyrics. Singer
Dennis LyxzeVs vocals don't
grate against your ear as de la
to
go
sit
down
this
week
I
So
back to the Top Fivelists that my Roche's instead you find yourself
hard-core fans responsibly humming the melody without repounded out oh so many weeks allyknowingwhat thelyrics were.
Themusic is where T(I)NC exago, but this time I'm not writing
band,
toblastthe
andI'mnot writ- cels: they tapped into the mod
ing to shame someone for beinga scene of the early '60s and mid
'80s bringing together elements
fan (gasp!).
No, this time I'm writing to ac- of old R&B, James Brown soul
tually praise the band this week.I and the earliest incarnations of
punk rock.
can't be negative all the time.
The highlight of T(I)NC has to
Now, quickly log on to your
be
the organ playing of Sara
MTV
chat
room
favoritemusic or
"Hey
Almgreen.
Itcaptures theessence
question,
in
this
type
and
was of the '60smodscene asmuch as
guys!Thisis kidrock2o6 andI
wondering what you thought of the organ playing of The Small
The (International) Noise Con- Faces'lan McLagan.LyxzeVsvospiracy? Like, besides that the cals are good in the sense of the
mean are they mid '80s mod revival headed by
chick is really hot.I
forreal? Or just trying to capital- The Jam's Paul Weller. Yet, he
ize onthe scene that Rage Against lacks the soulof ReggieKing.
the Machine started like when I Noone can beat the true model
was in eighth
"~~"""'"""
grade?"
Manypeople will
respond with who
HAVE TO soul most new
"mod" bands
thehell areT(I)NC?
(The Hives,The
BE INVESTED
Thebandis a hardGoddamn
hittingmodrevival

YOU

five piece from

INTO THE MUSIC

Gentlemen, etc.

etc.)focuson the
punk rather than
the soul,screamCAN GET TO THE ing out their anger and aggresband, Separation.
MESSAGE...
sion.
Though T(I)NC
What the neodefines themselves
mod scene needs
as a "political
is the biggest
band," this statelanguage:
in
the
oxymoron
English
grain
ment can be taken with a
of
the
very
lyrics
are
salt.It's true that
This mod scene may be able to
politically based and with song
your attention, it may be
My
capture
"Capitalism
like
Stole
titles
Virginity," and "Bigger Cages, able to shake your booty, but it's
LongerChains" it's hard tonotsay use of anger over soul is destroys
the band is politically based, but the original intent of mod music
the music itself betraysthe band's and tries to place it in the context
But
of a vast political movement.
purpose.
—
They are a band that wants to all that it does now as it did in
—
sell albums.As muchas they front the '60s is sellrecords.
Earlier in this column Iwrote
with this neo-revolutionist speal,
Iwouldn't make you feel bad
act
to
to
that
sell albums
it's all an
people who haven't been repre- about liking T(I)NC, and you
sented in the music industry until shouldn't.Ifyou find thempolitiRATM decided that being signed cally uplifting and if the websites
to Sony compromised everything they list on the liner notes to A
they stood for.
New Morning,Changing Weather
The difference between RATM have enlightened you to the state
and T(I)NC is that Rage's music of politics today, thencongratulareflected the lyrical content, the tions.
ButIsuspect most of theirfans
words and music worked in tangot
caught up in themusic, bought
demandZach delaRoche' s scream
reflected his emotionalinvestment the album, danced the night away
into his lyrics and his attitudes. in their rooms and only later realT(I)NC's music is great, some of ized that T(I)NC was a political
the best that I'veheard in a while, band. That's fine as long as you
but it is nothing new. It doesn't enjoyedyourselves.
It's what modmusic,evenneohave the anger of Rage's music
and it's not that well conceived mod, is supposed to do, it's to get
that it immediately captures your your ass shakin' and your heart

Sweden
that
formed after the
break-up of Refused and another

interest.

BEFORE YOU

racin'.

Youhave tobeinvestedinto the
music before you can get to the Bryan is a senior majoringin
message,because the music is so Journalism. E-mail him at
catchy you find yourself tapping inmyphones&yahoo,com

the premiere (one for himself and
one for fellowSUstudent Jeff Ra, a
senior Philosophy major),the precampout was not for him
release
On May 15, after 136 days of
year.
this
anticipation, Star Wars fans camp"Freshman year, my friend Jeff
finally got
ing out at the Cinerama
'
[Ra]
and Icamped out for Episode
ye
the payoffthey been waitingfor:
/,"
recalled Steinfeld. "We spent36
seats at the midnight opening of
hours inline and almostkilled each
Star Wars:Episode II Attack ofthe
other by the time wewere through."
Clones.
Accordingto Steinfeld, the char"With Star Wars, waitinginline
ity event was "totally worth the
foralong period of timehas always
money." And so was watching the
been a tradition," noted Phil
movie on premier night.
Pankow, Vice President of the Se"It was Star Wars," noted
attle Star Wars Society
Steinfeld.
"And it was good."
(SSWS).
is the draw of Star
So
what
Although Pankow only arFor some, Star Wars
Wars!
rived at the Cinerama onSunevokes fondmemories ofchildday, other members of the
hoodromps with plastic Darth
SSWShad beencamped out at
Vader figurines and plush
thecornerofFourthandLenora
Ewok dolls.
since Jan. 1. Their stated goal,
"My parents took me to see
to set a record with theGuiness
the first Star Wars when Iwas
Book of World Records.
2,
and since then ithas been a
Their hopeful category?
bigpartofmy life," notedMatt
"World's longest camp-out
Nelson, who made the long
for movie seats," clarified
from North Carolina
journey
Panknow, whoadmits that alpart
to
of the Cinerama
be a
though the category does not
Star Wars enthusiasts, Erik Steinfeld and camp-out.
yet exist, SSWS is making
Ra, duke it out with Darth outside a
Nelson also described the
headway with the Guiness se- Jeff
preview screeningofEpisode 2.
impact of the Star Wars
lection committee.
"Force" on his life, which he
Up through early May, the
May
describes
as "an energy that surin
a
12
participating
group of fervent Star Wars fans set year of
rounds
binds us all."
as
and
charity
which
doubled
the
event
up camp on the sidewalk directly
11.
Whatever
the draw to Star Wars
Episode
Sponof
However,
premier
Seattle
fronting the Cinerama.
is
be,
it
clear
that it is morethan
Arts,
may
Lucas
event's
by
the
growing
sored
several weeks ago, the
$500- just a movie for itsmany dedicated
groupwasallowed torelocate to the tickets were priced between
fans.
benefiting
proceeds
$lOOO,
Cinerama,
with
adjacent
tothe
parkinglot
According to Nelson, who put it
proSeattle-based
Childhaven,
free
a
to
the
fans
which was offered
most poignantly, "If you liveby the
ofchargeby thelot's owners,Valcan gram for high-risk children.
Steinfeld,
a senior ma- Jediprinciple,even thoughit is just
For Erik
Northwest.
Science
who a movie, you will live a goodlife."
joring
Computer
in
At thenew location,campershave
$1000
out
for
two
tickets
to
equippedtheir tents witheverything dished
from mini-barbecue grills to wirelessInternet access.
Dotted withnearlyadozen tents,
the urban parking lot has drawn a
lot ofattentionfrom both surrounding businesses and also from national media networks. The group
has received donations of foodand
supplies from local businesses, includingthe freeuse ofseveral PortO-Pottyreceptacles.
For those fans who did not have
the desire or timeto devote to ticket
camp-outs,there was theoption this

CHERYL FARRISH
Staff Reporter
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Arts & Entertainment
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Fights, humor make Nightmare a grand finale
SEAN REID
A&E Editor
Christopher Durang's one-act
play The Actor's Nightmare takes
the feelings of being trapped and
confused and wraps them into a
slap-stick comedy of errors. SU's
Drama production builds on that
principle, whileaddinginthreemore
scenes and stylized yet humorous
fightsequences to theoriginalplay.
By the curtain's close, the play
shows itself tobe a hilarioushourof
entertainment and a fitting end to
this year's theaterlineup.
Mild-mannered accountant
George Spelvin(BrianSmith),who
appears to scream "nerd"inhis suit
and black frames, happens to wander onto a dreary-looking stage.
Suddenly, cast and crew mistake
him for an understudy and enlist
him to replace the main star of a
Play"What play are we doing exactly?" he asksin exasperation.
Judgingby the way the other actors treat him the play must be Private Lives, or perhaps it's
Shakespeare's Hamlet. No wait,
he's SirThomasMore in A Manfor
AllSeasons. But then, why are the
Seven Dwarfs prancing about?
Befuddled,Georgenavigatesand

Theotherstandout gemsin Night- George with his pants down. Warren Cantrell seems to revel in his
brief gay takeonhis characterHenry
Highlights
Priinclude
Orme's
straight
scene
out
of
scenes.
In one
vate Lives, actress Sarah Siddons
wicked takeon aballet dance from Irving, and Kevin Griffin makes
(NicolleteAnnaMontana)instructs The Nutcracker, where Smith is memorable turn as the "executioner
George to unzip her dress and then repeatedlytrashed by a demon bal- playing himself."
Towards the end, whenGeorge is
she'll slap him in between her lerina (Meryl Kamowski)and duel
out of The facing the guillotine as SirThomas
Merry Wives More, pleading in all respects to
of Windsor, avoid the fate of a martyr the execuwhich has the tioner says to him, "I'm going to
ridiculously ignore what you've said and cut
funny and yourheadoff anyway,andthen we'II
bombastic all pretend you went to your death
isms, which look like classic snapshots in almost every scene.

ad-libshis way throughvariousproductions hoping thathis surrealjourney willend withhim wakingup in
amuch more rational world.In the
meantime, the other actors commit
themselves solely to hitting their
lines with little regard to George's
predicament.

Five words
sum up the
greatnessofThe

Actor's Night-

mare: Fight
scenes and

mare, though,remain Orme's fight

Brian Smith.
Director MatthewOrme cho-

plete with
painted-on
reographs upcurly musbits
roarious
of
tache) facing
pummeling,
off against
kicking,and duSmithinaclieling. Through
mactic fencit all is the reingmatch.
luctant George,
The rest of
played marvelouslyby Smith. Dr. Cauis(SamuelDoerr)and areluctant GeorgeSpelvin(BrianSmith)duel the actors.
somemaking
His perfor- awayin The Actor's Nightmare.
their theatrimance conveys
debut,
pleasant
s
are
surdialogue.
He' confusedbut cal
also
both a likeable coward and endear- hammy
fun,
each
the
scene
to
the
as
seems
progresses
prisesduring
obliges,
and
ing fool. His character has no idea
wherehe is, what he's supposed to a point where Siddons unzips to gettheir ownlittle spotlight modo,orhow toget out, sohe might as George's suit. Watching the simul- ment in the comedy.
Meg the stage manager (Miss
well just fake ituntil everything's taneous glee and confusion come
face,
Chin) will gamer a few
Smith's
as
he
Chrissy
in
across
follows
apparent
over. All of this is
chuckles
her,
slap
when she steals a look at
priceless.
expressions
and
mannersuit
to
is
Smith's

nobly."
Even moreentertaining is Dame
Ellen Terry (TheresaLeary) whoin
the Endgame sequence of the play
works to deliver every one of her
lines with quick tenacity, even the
parentheticalaction. "He wasdreadful. Pause. Rollshereyes upward."

In the end, The Actor's Nightmare concludes the Drama
department's year on a funny high
note, and its fresh, talented castoffers a glimpse of more great things
to come next year.

TheActor'sNightmare continues
untilSunday,May 19in the Vachon
Room of the Fine Arts Building.
Show times are at 7:30 p.m. ThuFri,and2:3op.m.onSat-Sun. Tickets forstudents, facultyand staffare
$5,and for the general public $8.

Alexie's painful Fancy Dancing works as good drama
Dancing,nothing like a funeralcan
bring old friends and ex-lovers together in quite the same way.
Our protagonist, Seymour, is a
As famousnationalpoetSeymour
Adams)
writerwhosehas
made asuccessful
(played
by
Even
Polatkin
"borrowing"
theexploitsand
Fancy
in
the
Business
finds out
career
of

MECHIO HARDEMAN
StaffReporter

Bgqß

.

sufferingoffriends and familyback
homeon theSpokaneIndianReservation Despitethe factthathistales
ofNative American woemake him
wealthy,he makesno effort to visit
thereservationfor 10 years,untilhe

.

hears about the death of his close
friend, Mouse (SwilKanim).
The second movie directed by
local author Sherman Alexie, just
like it's predecessor, Smoke Signals, focuses largely on people's
relationships with each other.
Beware of any film that begins
with a vow of friendship forever
because you know that the other
shoe will drop before the second
half of the movie. The second shoe
in this case involves Seymour and
his friend/muse Aristotle (Gene

For the lowest student loan payments

(^onsolidateyourloans.com)
or call 800.233.0542
A better way to start your future
Aloan program guaranteed by the U.S. Department ofEducation

that don't meld as well as Alexie
wouldlike the audience to believe.
The flow of the film is interrupted
by the constant jumping back and
forthbetweenpast andpresent with
Mouse's homevideos fromhellfilling in the spaces in-between. The
viewerspends afewdistractingseconds trying to reorient themselves
in the story when these jumps hapSeymour also
serves as a distrac-

Like Smoke

rejected but Seymour

focuses

Seymour and hisrela-

Bra

ments that meldsurprisingly well.
There are, however, some parts

Tagabond) having it
out in acrowded diner.
The event leaves
Aristotle both bitter
andincreasingly angry
at a world that he has
has been more than
willingto embrace.
Then there is

*

harmonies with contemporary ele-

Signals, it
largely

on

people's

tion at times because
he is not a very reliable source as a storyteller; he willingly
admits that heblends
realityand fantasytogether and there are

in fact

moments

when the audience is
wondering
left
whether they are
watchinga flashback

tionship with Agnes relationships.
(Michelle St. John), a
woman who has inirvr o rl'i\/Htv»nm
tially denied her heriFurthermore,
tage and who carries
constantly
and when
lies
Seymour
being
the first and last
the hurt of
iies,
with
webegin
sleeps
confronted
these
woman Seymour
with befr\ra ■>. Imittinn Y\ic Knmrxcpvmlitv
to feel that perhaps he has lied so
The break up between the two oftenthathe canno longer rememleads to Agnes fully excepting her bers what really happened.
However,despitethese few flaws
culture and Seymour retreating furaccepting
story is both compelling and
into
the
more
the
away
ther
arms of his captivated and prima- painful, like any gooddramais supposed to be.
rily whiteaudience.
As much as we want to not like
Because it has the word in the
dancing
tobe Seymour for his neglectand lies, we
title,there is plentyof
Dancing,
from the are reminded of the words of the
had in Fancy
actual shots of traditional fancy reporterwhoconfronts Seymour:in
dancingto itsmodernequivalent in theend it is not the good people that
survive, it's only the liars, cheaters
dark nightclubs.
and
thieves.
in
the
film
also
mirThe music
Business Of Fancy Dancing is
rors the two worlds of thereservationand the city,and the producers playing its final show today at the
blend traditional Native American Varsity Theater.
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SENIOR NIGHT at the MARINER'S GAME is
Wednesday, May 22. Seniors will get priority on
tickets. Tickets are only five dollars at the C.A.C.
and they are on sale now!

Please get in contact with one of your ASSU
Officers if you have any questions or
concerns about campus!
Executive Branch
President: Virgil Domaoan
V.P. ofFinance: Teddy Wiley
V.P. of Student Affairs: AnnetteGaeth
Executive V. P.: Scan O'Neill
Publicity Director:Nichole Graham
Executive Assistant: Emily Hall
Webmaster: Ben Murane
Student Activities Director: Sylva Jones

.

domaoanv@seattleu.edu

wileyt@seattleu.edu
gaetha@seattleu.edu
o 'neils@seattleu.edu

grahamn@seattleu.edu
hallel@seattleu.edu
muraneb@seattleu.edu

jones@seattleu.edu

Legislative Branch

Senior Rep: Chirs Quach
Sophomore Rep: Devin Biviano
Freshperson Rep: SaunatinaSanchez
At-Large Rep: Carl Bergquist
At-Large Rep: Nicole Palmitter
Minority Rep: Gayatri Eassey
Transfer Rep: Yunice Fong
Commuter Rep: Greta Smith
Non-Traditional: Tom Gaspers
International Rep: Alisa Kutsel
At-Large Rep: Tess Abellera

quach@seattleu.edu
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Senior Class Committee if I
Il
Presents Thirsty Thursday v
The next Thirsty Thursday will be May 16th at the Last Supper
Club. There will be drink specials with your Seattle University
ID.

v
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. biviand@seattleu.edu
sanches@seattleu.edu

bergquc@seattleu.edu
palmitn@seattleu.edu

easseyg@seattleu.edu

.

fongy@seattleu.edu
smithg@seattleu.edu
gaspert® seattleu.edu
kutsela@seattleu.edu

abellem@seattleu.edu

Seattle University Philosophy
Club's
Seventh Annual Philosophy
Conference!

Contact John Boyle at 206-760- 1158
John Bianchi 206-854-1639

|X

y

Thursday, May 16, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m and
Friday, May 17, from 10:00 a.m. 4:45 p.m.
The Conference will be held in Schaffer Auditorium.
Interesting Professor and Student Lectures!
Variety of Workshops offered!
EVERYONEIS WELCOME!
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Marketplace
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300 . Volunteers
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Classifieds
400. Services

200. Help Wanted

400. Services
500 . For Rent
600. Misc
600. Misc.

Clearance Sale on Brand Two spacious 1-Br. apts. 1) Loving Christian couple,big
II GAIN EXPERIENCE WHILE
ABSTRACTOR/Coder
Laptops! Prices So Upper unit in a 4-plexbldg., brother and sisterlonging to
Name
#LE-13371
"June EARNING MONEY FOR
graduates," wonderingwhat
to do with your science
degree? Review medical
records in the Cancer
Surveillance System & in
area hospitals. Summarize
& code pertinent cancer
tumor,
diagnostic,
treatment & survival
information for reportable
cases w/in region. BA/BS
in Mcd records, science,
health educ. or rel. field.
Knowledge of mcd. term,
anatomy,physiology,Hosp.
coding & Medical Records
exp.helpful. Salarys2,2oo/
mo. to st. + cxc. benefits.
Full info @ www.fhcrc.org.
Include job# w/resume &
email/fax/or mail to:
FHCRC/HR, 823 Yale Aye
N.. Jl-105, Seattle, WA
98109.
Email:
jobresponses@Jhcrc.org. Tel.
(206) 667-4700 Fax (206)
667-4051 TTY: 206-6676861. EOE Committed to
Work Force Diversity.
SUMMER WORKSTUDY

COLLEGE! FT. Yr. long
Americorps positions in
Seattle & S. King County
available soon. Tutor youth;
initiate violence prevention
activities; OR develop antipovertyprograms. Stipendof
$800+/month. $4725 ed
award&bnfts. Info sessions:
5/20&6/17atFPA, 1501 N.
45th St. 6-7p.m.; Douglas
TruthLibrary, 2300 E. Yesler
5/16.5-6pm. 206-675-3200
wwww.fremontpublic.org for
&
details.
app.
Schedule your workaround
your studies. Expanding
marketing team needs
friendly, open-minded,
ambitious people age 18+.
See if there's a match
between what we haveand
what you're looking for
www.WorkForSelf.info.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS for
men and women. Hidden
Valley Camp (Granite Falls.
WA) needs resident staff (6/
15-8/23/02). Room/Board/
Positions include:

POSITION - The Children's Salary.

Nurse,
Counselors.
lifeguards, drivers, kitchen
staff and more. Interviews
Mon.-Fri. B:3oam-3:3opm. available on campus. Spend
$10/hr. Programs located your summer in a beautiful
in theNewHolly andRainier setting while in worthwile
Vista neighborhoods (S. employment. Call (425) 844Seattle). Teach art to kids, 8896 or e-mail us at: hvcbea positive role-model and wa@ix.netcom.com for more
have fun! Call Kristen at information.
206-441-1768.
Need a Job
CollegePro Paintersare now
hiringPainters & Job
Occasional BABYSITTER
Site Managers for the summer.
WANTED to watch over
NO experiencenecessary.
charming child in Beacon
Earn $8-10/Hour.
Hillarea. $10/hr.CallTerri
Call 1-888-277-9787.
(206) 762-3518
www.collegepro.com

Museum Outreach Dept.
has several openings inour
summer art camp for kids.

Low,It'sAlmost Illegal!! Get
TodayMhttp://
Yours
www.homeoflaptops.com or call:
1-800-775-8526.

453 13th Aye. near SU 2) 5
blocks from Madison, 1210
E. John #2, in an 11-unit
brick bldg. $650/month,
H2O/sewer/garbage util.
incld. Call 206 232-9865.

THINK YOU'REPREGNANT?
Birthright
Call
for
confidential supportandfree
pregnancy test. 1-800-5504900 (24-hour toll-free line).

First Hill
bedroom

500. For Rent

washer& dryer,free parking.
Three blocks from campus.
$1,100 per month utilities
included (excluding phone
charges). (206) 233-9300.

The
JEFFREY

- Spacious one
furnished

apartments, fully equipped
kitchens,
dishwasher,

Greenlake - 2BR house,
near lake and on the
busline. $425. mcl. util.
Call 206 729-7104

your first choice on
First Hill.
Now Accepting
Applications for these
Richly Appointed

-

Apartment Homes.

West Seattle
Room for
Rent. Avail.JuneIst. $425.
Seeking quiet, easy going,

Features Include:
"Controlled Access
"Underground Parking
"High-Speed DSL
"Track Lighting
"Walk-in-Closets
"Private Decks and Patio
"Washer/ Dryers
"Walking Distance to Swedish
Hospital, Seattle University,
Shopping and Dining.
"Barrier-free apartments available
"Caring On-Site Management

Reserve Your Home Today
andCall
(206) 860-7401

-

Central District quick walk
toSUI Fern, seeksroommate
to share nice 2 fir.. 2 bdrm.
twnhse. Lots of space &
light, hwds., w/d,d/w, yd/
grdn, attic,pkg. Gay friendly.
Cat OK. Avail. ASAP 3498881

adopt newborn. Call RaeAn
and Todd 877.270.7650 or
Bethany
Marlene
at
Christian 800.733.4604
www.completingthefamily.com

non-smokingperson. Share
space with male student.
separate
Includes:
entrance, cooking facilities,
w/d, on bus-line, off street
parking, utilities & cable.
Refs. & Deposit. Contact
Debbie at home 206 7679363or work 206721-6639.

Looking for a
Speaker?
Call the Washington
Insurance Council for an
insurance professional
who can speak to your
group about insurance
related issues thataffect
your life. Call today!!

(206) 624-3330

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS FOR
RENT.
Studio $1295
1Bdrm $1395
2 Bdrm $1795 & up
located across from SU
(walking distance), parking,
laundryroom. Daily, weekly.
monthly
and
rates.
Call (206) 621-9229
First Hill Apartments, 400
lOthAve.,Seattle, WA98122

Personals
CVKIf you're cute and single,
No oneelse makes my day Chris at the CAC needs a
brighter. Thanks for
date.
treatingme like a princess.
Aloha wao ia'oe.
- Your Hawaiian Girl
My Cowgirl Roomy,
Lets do dinner some time
just me & you. Azteca?
WANTED:Hamster
Pho? Youdecide.
Roommate to fill
- Your Cowgirl Roomy
apartment vacancy. Must
be clean and neat.
Hey Jessi,
Jessica mi amor.
TheCAC staff is way
cooler than you, and you
GoSocrates' LostChildren !!!
know it!

..

...

-

Remember: One and one
make two, two and one
make three. It was destiny.
-Lee

Ineed
I'm sick
someone to take care of
me. I'm sick. Where are
you?

Heather
You're the greatest boss a
gal could ask for. Thanks.
-Leah

HEY SLL,
THE CAVE!!

OKAY PLAYER Hello
bunnies mmmmmmmmm

Jann-Dog, J.B. & Tess
Bueno!
H

Hey How about O.A.R. for

Jenny be good ln Hawali
and don t forget to come
back!

Quadstock?
What is HATE? It's a fourletter word which means
"detest."

.

. - Your Roomie

Naked Rollerskate Barbie!!
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My rhymes are better than
your fuzzy sweater for every
skirt Ihave a purse that
matches. I'm qurky and
ecclectic you wouldn't get it.
*snap snap snap*

Campus

Voice

What is your
biggest fashion
pet peeve?

Chubby girls with

bare midriffs and
hip-huggers."
Tom Angstadt,
sophomore,
Business
Management

"Girls who have their
thongs sticking out of
the back of their
pants/
pants pleated [at the
Bacon, "I hate
waist], when people pull their
inior,
jeans up really high and then
business
wear a belt and yank it really
Management
tight to show off their little waist,
and vinyl muscle shirts on guys."
Fiona Barlow (below),
sophomore, Accounting

tnna

t

"Tapered pants. Ican't

stand that."
Matthew
Verna (right),
junior,

Finance
"Americans who wear
these big pants and
they are not baggy

Fight jeans on

pants— they're
very, very baggy

guys."
Mariam Kidane,
senior,
International
Studies

pants/
Sahap
Demirag,

senior,
Finance

Alexis juday-marshall/ Editor-in-Chief
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